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Abstract. In this paper, we present the scoring tool for startup evaluation called the MDP method (Management of Developing Projects) for an academic discussion. The MDP method implies the application of qualitative and quantitative criteria with due considerations given to personality types of main economic entities. The method’s aims are better evaluation, better business development and support to participants of the innovation infrastructure. We believe that this method is set to become a cross-functional assessment tool that facilitates the successful development of investment and innovation projects. In time of the method piloting, we applied the consistent approach to testing including 12 in-depth interviews at the qualitative phase of the research. The following empirical study included the evaluation of innovation-based cases and projects in Russian business incubators. Findings showed that a number of promising projects (calculated by business incubators themselves) substantially differs from the number that we got owing to the piloted MDP scoring method. According to the MDP method, 9 of 17 projects are only promising, while the incubators themselves decided that 14 projects met eligibility criteria. At the same time, 3 startups out of 9 were successful at the selection stage, whereas they did not meet incubator selection criteria. Anyway, they were found promising within the framework of the MDP method. An important outcome of the MDP method’s application is that in further monitoring of the most successful projects it will be possible to identify managerial skills of startup initiators by their personality type and this will consequently make it possible to develop university-based educational programs that meet the market demand.
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1. Introduction

Innovating is a focal point in the debate about economic issues. It is also a pressing issue in developed and developing economies. The concept of innovations has close associations with entrepreneurship and directly depends on the intensity of entrepreneurs’ activism in economy (Toomsalu et al., 2019; Molina, Velilla & Ortega, 2016; Dellis, Karkalakos & Kottaridi, 2016; Lambert, 2018). Many national governments contribute to development of the system of measures to encourage entrepreneurship (Chernova, Degtereva, & Zobov, 2016). They do this both in research and education, and by providing the direct support to startup owners.
However, limited cost-efficiency of these measures has been a frequent issue in academic and public discussions, including in Russia (Yashin & Kovrizhin, 2013; Rodionov, Tsypkin, & Sinelnikova, 2012; Fourth annual… 2018). Birch discusses spendings of the USA taxpayers’ funds for the support to unsustainable projects, as only 2-4 percent of them make a noticeable impact on national economy. The USA economist proposed the term *gazelles* to denote this group of enterprises. This term became frequent in the economic discourse and today refers to fast-developing dynamic companies (Birch, 1987; Birch & Medoff, 1994).

In 2006, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) provided the following standardized definition of *gazelles*, “All enterprises, the average annualized employment growth rate of which is over 20% over a three-year period and which have ten or more employees in the first year of observations.” Birch thought that *gazelles* also included the companies that met the following criterion: at least 20% revenue growth annually over a specified interval. The category of *gazelles* supposedly includes young companies only, established not more than five years ago (Oslo Manual, 2010).

Business incubation is one of the tools within the entrepreneurship encouragement policy aimed at providing the comprehensive support to entrepreneurs at the early stage of their business. To join business incubators, projects go through selection procedures by competition. Project selection approaches mostly include calculations and formal criteria, conventional in terms of the financial analysis, while return on investment and strategic planning are not indicators of the entrepreneurial creativity (Baum & Bird, 2010; Dimov, 2007; Baron, 2008; Batkovskiy *et al.*, 2017). The application of quantitative criteria to the evaluation of important economic entities does not make it possible for us to understand personalities of initiators of such projects. It is clear that entrepreneurship is a specific type of the economic activity that requires a corresponding capability. This capability, entrepreneurial creativity, is decisive for the startup success. This brings into questions the efforts (made in the modern society) of influencing the enterprise development, as only a small number of projects has the potential for development.

The main goal of this research is to find evidences for the availability of the entrepreneurial capability and identify its criteria so that to justify relevance of support and encouragement for competency of this type in time of startup evaluation. With this objective in mind, we stated the following research objectives: 1) develop the integrated model (for the evaluation of innovation projects) that would include a qualitative criteria framework for application selection in business incubators, 2) as applied to applications and startups in existing business incubators, pilot the developed assessment model and compare piloting results with the ratings that such applications and startups received under the valid approach approved by business incubators.

2. Literature review

Innovation facilities play a key role in expansion of entrepreneurship projects. Establishment of accelerators, technological parks, and business incubators require substantial investments (Smirnov, 2017). With due consideration to resource mobilization, it becomes a priority to understand whether the establishment of such facilities is cost-effective (Rodionov, Tsypkin, & Sinelnikova, 2012; Guidelines: Metrics…2013; Balashova & Alekseev, 2018).

High-quality selection of prospective incubatees is not only an important practice-oriented, but also a theoretical objective. There is close attention that general public pays to this issue, but there is still not enough conceptualization in this field of economic relations. The entrepreneurship theory needs the elaboration of its framework knowledge about the entrepreneurship phenomenon including its categorical framework. It is a basic assumption that entrepreneurship is a purely practice-oriented issue, whereas it would be more appropriate to treat it as an essential component of economics as a science. Therefore, the development of the project evaluation framework should be in terms of modern development of economics as a science at the level of concepts and
categories. I.e., we should take into consideration the achievements of cognitive science, including psychology based on the interdisciplinary approach to the methodology of academic sophistication.

There are numerous research papers on methods and models to evaluate business incubator performance. However, there is no common approach or list of criteria for such evaluation (Theodorakopoulos, Kakabdse, & McGowan, 2014; Torun, Peconick, Sobreiro, Kimura, & Pique, 2018). Transformation of approaches to evaluation of business incubator performance took place together with the development of business incubators themselves. If incubators of the 1st generation (1980-1990) looked like office space, the 2nd generation incubators (1991-2000) provided their residents with coaching and training sessions (Bruneel, Ratinho, Clarysse, & Groen, 2012; Mian, Lamine, & Fayoll, 2016). Finally, the 3rd generation incubators of nowadays are facilities, a primary competitive advantage of which is an expanded range of services that they provide together with networking opportunities (Theodorakopoulos, Kakabdse & McGowan, 2014; Bruneel, Ratinho, Clarysse, & Groen, 2012; Mian, Lamine, & Fayoll, 2016; Messenghem, Bakkali, Sammut, & Swalhi, 2017).

Some researchers are skeptical about the very idea of the common approach to evaluation of business incubator performance. They think that successful incubators are not similar, and it is impossible to find a one-fits-all formula to measure success of the business incubators that belong to different types (Theodorakopoulos, Kakabdse, & McGowan, 2014). On the other hand, results of the overview of numerous research on the development of approaches to performance evaluation of business incubator assume that there are several criteria that are regularly in use and recognized by everyone as indicators of the business incubator success (Theodorakopoulos, Kakabdse, & McGowan, 2014; Torun, Peconick, Sobreiro, Kimura, & Pique, 2018). Note that the list of success indicators is diverse. It includes the criteria that refer to incubator performance (number of incubatees, number of the applications processed annually, floor space, average number of the events held a year) and the criteria that refer to projects of business incubator residents (resident’s survival rates, average incubation time, average number of jobs created by incubatee). Thus, business incubator performance also depends on its incubatees’ success. Consequently, organizations that support startups should be extremely interested in successful development of their projects. It is possible to distinguish between several types of the well-accepted approaches: financial, multi-criteria, comparative (to compare projects with each other) and project portfolio approach (Shetefan & Elizarova, 2018; Grekul, Isaev, Korovkina, & Lisenkova, 2019).

Internationally, business incubators think that strict selection of applications is a condition of a project success as the strictness of the approach is directly proportional to the quality of the projects that will become incubatees. For example, in Europe, in 2012, the Central-European innovation center selected 28 startups out of 263 applications. In other words, it only accepted 9 percent of applications. For Russia-based business incubators, the same indicator is 37 percent (business incubators selected 363 startups out of 974 applications). At the same time, there are several most successful business incubators that are standout as their conversion rate is almost at the European level of 11 percent (Challenges and Solutions… 2013). In other words, Russian business incubators are not strict enough in project evaluation. Russian researchers have already discussed this issue. They have mentioned that the key weakness in existing approaches to project evaluation is that the projects with a priori poor chances for commercialization success can become incubatees (Yashin & Kovrizhin, 2013; Dytymenko, Chudinov, & Rojko, 2013). In the course of time, the approaches to project selection applied by business incubators to applications have remained unchanged. As before, a business plan quality is a primary selection criterion. At the same time, requirements to the business plan are vague and general. Suggesting the ways for improvement of the project selection approach, researchers focus on changes to the selection procedure (Yashin & Kovrizhin, 2013; Tsukerman & Shestakov, 2001).

Financial indicators of the project success usually serve as primary criteria for selection of innovation projects. However, this approach ignores relevant aspects of enterprise activities, e.g. product development, innovativeness, strategy, establishment of long-term customer relations. Stefan and Elizarova (2018) also point
out that it makes sense to include qualitative indicators in the list of evaluation criteria. Their integrated evaluation model includes three criteria of public significance: share of costs for innovations, establishment of social programs for project implementation, need in new staff (Stefan & Elizarova, 2018).

A key challenge associated with project selection at facilities of the innovation infrastructure is the lack of reliable data, as business plans of applicants often and beyond measure include optimistic values (Wachira, Ngugi, & Otieno, 2017). Keeping this in mind, some researchers have proposed the hypothesis that the success of an innovation-based project not in the last place depends on entrepreneur’s personality traits. For instance, Civarella et al. (2004) identified a positive correlation between entrepreneur’s personal integrity and long-term project survival. Other personality traits had either negative correlations in terms of the project survival rate or made no significant influence on it at all.

Later researchers found that business incubators tend to paying more attention to personalities of entrepreneurs in addition to the projects themselves. Having analyzed the approaches to project selection criteria applied by 16 Sweden-based business incubators, Bergek and Norrman (2008) identified two approaches to the evaluation procedure of applications: project idea-focused selection approach and entrepreneur-focused approach. Undoubtedly, an advantage of mentioned approaches to application selection is that they make it possible to identify both quantitative and qualitative characteristics of a project and take into account an existing level of uncertainty in terms of the project commercial success (Greku, Isaev, Korovkina, & Lisenkova, 2019).

Now the application of the multi-factor evaluation to startup selection for business incubator residency is limited as there is no ready-made toolkit that would make it possible to have an integrated and automated evaluation of promising projects with measured indicators (Wulung, Takahashi, & Morikawa, 2014). Stakeholders have already tried to develop the toolkit. For instance, Wulung, Takahahi and Morikawa (2014) offered the multi-objective selection model for evaluation of innovation project. The model combines evaluation of technical strengths of a project and individual personality traits of an applicant (entrepreneur).

Nevertheless, the overview of cases has shown that for project evaluation there are mainly models in use that lie on formal criteria, primarily, financial indicators. At the same time, at the initial stage, the startup owner’s personality is of the primary importance. That is why making a longer list of selection criteria for innovation projects is crucial in terms of improvements as applied to the project selection procedure at business incubators and other facilities of the innovation infrastructure.

3. Material and Methods

The existing framework of evaluation criteria and ratings used for selection of innovation-based projects at business incubators and other facilities of the innovation infrastructure requires qualitatively new approaches. In this paper, we will present the method, which we developed as a scoring tool for startup evaluation, called the Management of Developing Projects (MDP).

The MDP method is a framework of qualitative and quantitative indicators considering personality types (psychotypes) of main economic entities. The method developed aims at better evaluation, development and support to business of those who participate in the innovation infrastructure. We believe that the MDP method is set to become a cross-functional tool that facilitate the successful growth of investment and innovation-based projects. The multi-criteria MDP method will make it possible to evaluate projects with due consideration to particular goals of innovation infrastructure facilities. It will also be a flexible tool for an analysis of startup capacity (in terms of acceptable risk policy). The MDP method is an important component in the methodology of developing project management and serves for initial evaluation of business incubatees and other facilities of the innovation infrastructure, as well as their further monitoring (see Fig. 1 below).
Economic Efficiency section includes quantitative evaluation components. Sections Social Efficiency, Psychotype (Personality Type) and Combinatorics include qualitative components of the evaluation. See more details on these components below.

3.1. Psychotype. Definition

Particular business entities are not equally significant for facilities in the innovation infrastructure. Therefore, it makes sense to classify main economic entities as market participants in accordance with their goal-setting specifics. For the purposes of the current research, it would be the most appropriate to distinguish between main personality types (psychotypes) of business actors (Litau, 2019).

Innovating entrepreneur. The person with a corresponding talent and capability that differ from the capabilities typical in logics, linguistics, and for other types of genius. Innovating entrepreneurs are committed to their ideas as they make their dreams true. As far as they get closer to the implementation, their dreams turn into objectives.

Manager. The qualified manager with measurable performance. As a rule, managers apply the systematic approach. They would rather avoid deciding in terms of total uncertainty and tend to adhere to the hierarchy of corporate values. The career advancement is their ultimate goal.
Investor. This type differs from Entrepreneur and Manager by fundamentally different goals, as profitability is his/her main interest. He/she is neither interested in a project idea, nor project implementation in terms or management. An investor’s goal is to make maximum return on investment.

Epigone. Epigonism means an inclination to copying of someone else’s ideas and following general trends. Epigones take an intermediary position between personality types of Manager and Entrepreneur. They are ready to take some risk and interested in idea implementation. They also want to be directly involved in project management. Epigones do not destroy established stereotypes, they prefer mainstreaming and benefit from proven investment opportunities only.

We used the idealization technique as a scientific method of inquiry, i.e. exaggeration of those traits that refer to the manifestation of basic specific properties of personality types, in order to identify their distinctive features in the clear and convincing way. Identification of qualitative characteristics of each of the presented personality types will make it possible to specify the creative component, so important for today's economy (classification of main economic entities creates wide opportunities for the development of tailored educational programs to train professionals, which is an urgent need in the current system of education. In spite of the high demand for entrepreneurship, in management training there is no due consideration given to personal inclinations to specific types of management. The lack of the differentiated approach to education and support inevitably leads to a poor quality of innovation-based entrepreneurial projects).

3.2. Combinatorics

The criteria covered in the Combinatorics section of the scoring tool make it possible to rank projects by innovation type in compliance with the PMAi model (Progressive Materialization of Anti-idea) and evaluate the novelty of a project idea.

The PMAi model serves as a basis for understanding of an innovation project relevance. This can be in use for further development of a set of criteria to evaluate a scale and utility in terms of prospective implementation of entrepreneurial creativity.

3.3. Economic efficiency

The MDP method assumes the following economic efficiency criteria: Relative dynamics of staff number. The growing staff number is one of the main project indicators of a company’s growth (Litau, 2013). Absolute values will be less indicative as they are sector-specific.

Relative dynamics of revenue. At the stage of project development, the revenue is the most appropriate criterion of the project progress compared to the profit for a number of reasons. Modern projects follow another development path as compared to a traditional one. The profit is no longer obligatory for project success. Startups grows at the cost of a value increase of equity instruments without any commercial justification in terms of the profit and classical financial analysis. The incremental loss is no longer an exclusively negative factor, as it is typical for the initial stage in the project development. In view of the above mentioned, ROE and ROI have the least weight as they directly correlate with the profit, and no profit does not mean no commercial potential of a project.

3.4. Social efficiency

Efficiency is ranked by social benefit. An existing good is destroyed as far as a new idea is implemented. This launches the economic development process. Therefore, we assume that the new good bears the benefit.
Ranking by scores goes from the evaluation of a project impact’s scale on the market (above all, by distribution of the new product or service, i.e. sales level). We follow the Likert scale with 1-7 scale points as the best tool (Preston & Coleman, 2000).

3.5. Piloting of the MDP method

We piloted the MDP method in January-February 2020 using project applications submitted to business incubators in Saint Petersburg (Russia). In compliance with objectives of our research, we limited ourselves to those facilities of the innovation infrastructure that select residents by competitions. We collected primary data from 12 in-depth interviews and the questionnaire-based survey. An aim of interviewing was to identify the relevant managerial skills that are typical for each of the described psychological types and that influence their business practices.

Heads of business incubators gave us lists of the projects proposed by applicants and incubatees, on which we piloted the scoring tool.

We selected the projects using the following criteria as applied to responding initiators of projects:
1. Age: 21-40. At this age, inclination to entrepreneurship should manifest itself. At the same time, people of this age are still flexible.
2. Gender was irrelevant for the research.
3. Prior business experience of at least 3 years. We assume that for three years of business experience a person developed main thinking patterns typical for implementation of the economic activity and that are subject to observation.

The first piloting stage included preliminary tests of the questionnaire in order to: 1) identify concepts and fixed phrases with meanings ambiguously perceived by respondents, 2) evaluate respondents’ perceptions in terms of to what extent concepts and questions differ from those definitions that serve as a theoretical basis of the research, 3) identify the questions that do not mirror the research objectives or significantly deviate from them, 4) identify the questions that are the best for measurements of respondents’ attitudes and behavior patterns, 5) group respondents’ answers by question wording.

Cognitive interviews took place with participants (incubatees) of a business incubator. Respondents varied by age, education level, prior business experience, and duration of their participation in a program of their business incubator. Based on results of interviewing, we revised wordings of several questions in the questionnaire and prepared the questionnaire for the next stage of piloting.

For the second piloting stage of the MDP method, we used the list of projects provided by business incubators Politekh and Ingria, and selected 17 projects for another survey round using the revised questionnaire. We processed the collected data and got integrated scores per project.

4. Results and Discussion

First Russia-based technological parks appeared in early 1990-ies. The year of 2006 was a start of a rapid growth in numbers of technological parks and business incubators, as well as other facilities of the innovation infrastructure. Since 2012, we have observed certain stagnation, “technological park development was inconsistent and episodic, with points of the strong growth followed by decline (Fourth annual overview …2018).
The clear decline in activities of innovation infrastructure facilities (Fig. 2) inevitably resulted in serious narrowing of the sample. However, having talked to heads of innovation infrastructure facilities, we concluded that the observed decline was due to principles in functioning of these facilities, rather than the overall economic situation. In some cases, (for example, ITMO University business incubator), respondents mentioned that a university was fundamentally not a proper place for establishment of business entities. In other cases, respondents referred to administrative constraints as a reason for poor performance of business incubators. For instance, government funding (which prevail in the innovation infrastructure) of innovation-based startups had been paralyzed as these are the projects with high commercialization uncertainty. Thus, there is a need in a new focus on the work system of the facilities that support and develop startups.

According to Expert Online, the innovation infrastructure of Saint Petersburg consists of various types of facilities: business incubator, technological park, science city, “Special Economic Zones” managing company, nanotechnology-based center, resource sharing center, engineering center, prototyping and technology transfer center, and innovation and technology center. Thus, the innovation infrastructure of Saint Petersburg and the Leningradskaya Oblast includes 34 facilities that include 9 technological parks (7 in Saint Petersburg and 2 in the Leningradskaya Oblast).

In 2016, three business incubators from Saint Petersburg were on the list of top innovation-based programs under three categories: university-based business incubators (the ITMO University business incubator), the business incubators with university affiliation (Ingria business incubator), and university-based accelerators (iDealMachine, ITMO University).

So far, iDealMachine accelerator has stopped operations. Ingria business incubator provides startups with development support. It was established in 2008. Evaluating and inspecting of business ideas and projects is a core component in its activities. Politekh center for development of technology projects and entrepreneurship was launched in 2011 to support techpreneurs to turn their innovation ideas in functioning production facilities.

Having applied the MDP scoring method, we found that the numbers of promising projects (as defined by the MDP method, on the one hand, and Politekh and Ingria business incubators, on the other hand) were substantially different.
The application of the MDP method shown that out of 17 evaluated projects only 9 are promising, whereas business incubators thought that 14 projects meet the eligibility criteria for business incubator residence. Besides, 9 selected startups included 3 projects that do not meet the incubator eligibility criteria, but that are promisingly successful in terms of the MDP. Finally, in spite of a significant decrease in numbers of promising projects as calculated by the MDP method, we identified that 3 promising projects had not been selected by quantitative criteria but had been the most interesting in terms of qualitative criteria.

The questionnaire-based survey showed that 9 selected projects (47 percent) were launched by Epigones with the entrepreneurial component and are promisingly interesting in terms of further entrepreneurial education and training (Fig. 3). Project distribution by criteria from the Combinatorics section demonstrated that the prevailing number of projects (62 percent) involve the application of novel materials (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Distribution of projects by initiator’s psychotype

Fig. 4. Distribution of projects by Combinatorics criteria

Fig. 5 shows that projects mostly have the trend line showing a link between cost-effectiveness and social benefit of projects. Only three projects out of 17 demonstrate significant economic indicators together with low scores for the social benefit and as low final score in Combinatorics section.

Fig. 5. Estimated distribution corridor of respondents
Final ranking of projects shows that projects No. 1, 7 and 10 have received highest MDP scores and are the most promising in terms of business development (Fig. 6).

![Fig. 6. Ranking of projects based on their final MDP scores](image)

The model building principle, which is the basis of the MDP method, makes it possible to apply it to innovation infrastructure facilities with due consideration to their individual goals. For instance, the research showed that a number of entities including sector specific governmental agencies, in practice do not support projects with the innovative component due to their high investment risk. However, these projects are of greater interest in view of a particular group of investors. Moreover, initiators of projects from this group are the most promising in terms of development of their entrepreneurial skills in innovation-based project management. Consequently, exchange of such data between stakeholders can significantly increase their performance and create synergy between universities, private companies and governmental agencies that support the development of entrepreneurial initiatives.

**Conclusions**

The method we developed was successfully piloted at two prominent business incubators of St. Petersburg (Russia). Piloting of the MDP multi-criteria scoring method approbation clearly showed that the application of qualitative criteria essentially broadens opportunities of experts at business incubators when they decide on projects using the available information. Moreover, the MDP method makes it possible to evaluate projects considering individual goals of business incubators, i.e. go beyond the economic parameters (which are often not satisfactory but normal for project specifics) and take into account the personality types of their initiators as they play a key role in the future success of projects. This is to be necessarily considered in the approach to startup selection.

The important outcome from the MDP method application is that in further monitoring of the most successful projects, it will be possible to specify managerial skills of startup initiators based on their psychological types, which consequently will make it possible to develop university-based educational programs that will meet the market demand.
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